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300 of the most abundant and familiar amphibians in nature.  From the Introduction: "A few acres of

tropical forest in South America may contain as many as 60 species -- roughly the same number as

in the whole of the United States."  This compact reference is a comprehensive visual resource with

vibrant color photographs, expert text and detailed species profiles that describe the characteristics,

habits, breeding, diet, habitat, distribution and conservation status of 300 of the world's frogs. 

Full-page color photographs help identify species in the field, and data sidebars provide the latest

knowledge and include genus, common and scientific names. For ease of identification, the

extensive index lists frogs by both common and species names.  The authors include specific

information on the order Anura, not a minor player in the natural world since it is the "canary in the

mine" for our environment. Discovering and understanding such frogs and their necessary place in

nature has never been more timely or important. 300 Frogs is a straightforward and authoritative

introduction to these fascinating amphibians and an appealing, handy and useful resource for

naturalists, amphibian enthusiasts and general readers.
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A plethora of information in a small package.... The appealing, colorful layout includes large photos

of brilliantly hued frogs on every spread... The highly visual layout, compact size, and simple

accessibility of information will appeal both to the interested student and the casual browser. This

text would be a notable addition for public libraries, as it provides an abundance of information



devoted solely to frogs. (Maren Ostergard Booklist 2008-02-01)

Chris Mattison is a zoologist and the author of 15 books on reptiles and amphibians. He lives in

England.

This book has everything you ever wanted to know about frogs. I have some bullfrogs in my pond

and I wanted to know more about them. This book helped me learn a lot about the bullfrogs.

Lots of great pictures and information for my frog lover. Small size, but thick. My daughter loves it!

My grandson loves this book, he is only 4 but fascinated with frogs. He has this as his bedtime read

every night. :-)

I saw this book in a aquarium gift store, & then remembered it later for a Christmas gift. It has great

pictures & descriptions & countries about the frogs. For adults & kids.

my friends boy loves frogs what can i say

This is a cool book on frogs. It has wonderful pictures. This is a light yet quite interesting book

aboutf rogs

good value

As an animal artist I need guide books to keep me informed about species and different varieties.

I've been hunting for a frog guide book to make sculptures from, and I was sure glad to find this!

The photos are AMAZING, and the information is just what I was looking for! These frogs are from

all over the world none were spared for this book. There literally is 300 frogs there. I've not only

gotten a great reference book, but I have new knowledge on frogs.
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